FY2015 Executive Summary

The US Army Sustainment Command in FY2015 continued sustained meritorious
performance of difficult and challenging missions in support of the wars in SWA, in support of
RESET and ARFORGEN support in CONUS, Europe, the Pacific, Korea, and in assuming new
missions that made the command the linchpin for sustainment support across the Army. During
FY2015 the US Army Sustainment Command consisted of the Headquarters, the 401st through
407th Army Field Support Brigades, the Distribution Management Center and 20 Army Field
Support Battalions. HQ ASC controlled the Logistics Civil Augmentation Program (LOGCAP),
the Logistics Assistance Program (LAP), Army Prepositioned Stocks (APS), the Army’s
Logistics Readiness Centers (LRCs), and acted as the executive agent for Lead Material
Integration (LMI).

During this period of time the US Sustainment Command continued to support missions
in Iraq, increased efforts to retrograde equipment from Afghanistan while maintaining support to
the force there, supported ARFORGEN processes across the rest of the Army, and increased
focus on the Pacific Theater.

In October 2006, in accordance with Army Campaign Plan Decision Point 54, the Army
Sustainment Command activated with the mission to act as the single Army Logistics Integrator
with joint and strategic partners; end-to-end distribution coordinator from the national
sustainment base to deployed Theater Support Commands (TSC); primary headquarters assisting
FORSCOM with ARFORGEN and rapid projection of trained and ready forces from the
CONUS base to the Regional Combatant Commander, as well as, the Reset of forces upon return
to home station; and headquarters providing backup support to CONUS agencies for homeland
defense and military assistance to civilian authorities. As part of this mission ASC was
responsible for the Logistics Civil Augmentation Program (LOGCAP), Army Prepositioned
Stocks (APS), and the Army’s Logistics Assistance Program. While called at times the CONUS
TSC, the ASC was already committed globally before its shift from provisional to permanent
status in October 2006. Since then the ASC has become the Army’s logistics provider above the
brigade level continuously sustaining the effort in SWA while setting and resetting the force
around the globe. By FY2015 that effort truly reached from home station to
contingency/exercise, and back to home station with the addition of the Directorates of Logistics
placing ASC on every post, camp, and station in the Army.
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Southwest Asia Missions

The 402nd Army Field Support Brigade (AFSB) continued the planning and coordination
required for the brigade’s footprint on Camp Arifjan, Kuwait and other locations. The brigade
continued to support Office of Security Cooperation Iraq (OSC–I) and Department of State
(DOS).
The 402nd AFSB has planned and continued to develop, resource and coordinate for the
transition to the Pacific Command (PACOM). Senior Leadership has continued to further refine
Request for Information (RFI) in personnel actions and infrastructure. As it related to PACOM,
the 402nd AFSB continued to provide operational and strategic level sustainment support by
leveraging the Materiel Enterprise and integrating acquisition, logistics, technology to protect,
equipment and sustain Joint Coalition and Interagency forces throughout the world.
The 402nd AFSB continued to help with the planning and implementation with the 401st
AFSB Senior Leadership as the 401st AFSB began their transition to relocate to Kuwait.
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The 402nd AFSB and 401st AFSB have successfully merged the remaining staff
functions and assumed mission control of all AMC assets in the CENTCOM AOR as the single
AFSB in the AOR. 401st AFSB continued to provide LNO support for OSC-I and Department
of State (DoS) through our 401st AFSB Liaison Officer (LNO) to DoS at Operation Inherent
Resolve (OIR) in Iraq. Support to (OIR) remains one of our top priorities.
The 402nd AFSB departed the CENTCOM AOR in route to Fort Shafter, HI and
assumed mission command of AMC assets in PACOM on 3 AUG 15 with their Change of
Command and transfer of authority of AMC assets in the PACOM AOR.
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Fiscal Year 2015 was an historic year full of challenges and changes for 401st Army Field
Support Brigade. The year began with the brigade postured at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
focused solely on the close out of Operation Enduring Freedom, Operation Drumbeat and the
beginning of the Resolute Support Mission. The end of the fiscal year saw the brigade
headquartered at Camp Arifjan, Kuwait serving as Army Materiel Command’s single face to the
field for the Central Command Area of Operations with battalions in three countries and a
Logistics Support Element supporting Operation Inherent Resolve. The 401st missions at the
close of FY15 included storage and maintenance of Army Prepositioned Stock – 5, managed
theater provided equipment, sourced and supported CENTCOM and Special Forces operational
needs statements, synchronization of sustainment level maintenance support to Army units,
supported contingency and rotational unit requirements, synchronized and integrated AMC
capabilities in CENTCOM, integrated Logistics Civil Augmentation program technical support
with command priorities, sourced and supplied Foreign Military Sales and Excess Defense
Articles cases when directed, and conducted host nation engagements when directed.
Several significant events occurred near the end of the first quarter of FY 15. AFSBn
Kandahar cased its colors on Nov. 25, 2014. Personnel at Kandahar transitioned to a Logistics
Support Element under the command of Maj. Jon Durrance. Lt. Col. Mark Susnis, who had been
the AFSBn-Kandahar commander from July 2014 until the casing, assumed command of the
newly reconstituted AFSBn-Afghanistan on Dec. 5. The brigade cased its colors on Dec. 15,
2014 at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan and uncased them at Camp Arifjan, Kuwait on Dec. 18.
2014. The casing marked the end of the command forward presence supporting only Operation
Enduring Freedom and the ensuing Resolute Support Mission. Upon its establishment back at
Camp Arifjan, the brigade began integrating personnel into the existing 402nd AFSB structure as
it prepared to resume its role as Army Materiel Command’s single face to the field for the
Central Command area of operations. The 401st resumed its original mission on July 17, 2015
when the 402nd AFSB cased its colors in order to relocate to Hawaii to support Pacific Command
operations. In a separate ceremony, COL Chris Day assumed command of the 401st from COL
Matt Ferguson.
Other significant events included the successful close-out of the bulk of the retrograde
mission in Afghanistan and the building of infantry company equipment sets to support Over the
Horizon troop surge from Kuwait to Afghanistan to respond to emerging missions. The
capability was exercised several times and improvements and changes made as a result of lessons
learned each time.
AFSBn-AFG also supplied equipment to coalition partners including Romanian Soldiers
at Kandahar and under the coalition provided equipment program as well as working with U.S.
Marines in their Georgia Deployment Program which saw Marines partnering with Soldiers from
the Republic of Georgia and deploying to Afghanistan in May 2015.
Staffing challenges caused by the loss of Schedule “A” hiring authority caused the
brigade to fill a number of positions with personnel from across AMC who volunteered to come
forward for six months. This allowed the brigade to meet mission requirements while recruiting
personnel who would serve for at least one year.
Our AOR encompasses 20 countries and 4.4 million square miles and we have more than
10,000 personnel located in nine countries. Despite the size and scale of the AOR, the ‘First to
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Make a Difference’ brigade has successfully met many challenges over the past year and it
stands ready to execute all CENTCOM directed missions for Fiscal Year 2016.
NEW MISSIONS
During the year, as she has done throughout her existence, ASC supported not just the
Army in SWA, but the Army around the world. This world-wide presence was further solidified
with the addition of AFSBn-Africa, formerly the Army Support Battalion Italy. The change was
made to further support AFRICOM, as more missions are added on the continent. Besides
continuing work on ARFORGEN, management of parts, operation of Pre-Deployment Training
Sets, drawdown of Left Behind Equipment Pools, and over all materiel management for the
Army, the ASC took on one major mission and refined one major mission that improves Army
readiness, saves funds, and makes ASC the key logistics provide to the Army from home station
to contingency operations.
Logistics Readiness Centers (LRCs)
As of 1 October 2012 ASC assumed the task of being the executing agency for DOLs.
The mission transitioned from IMCOM to AMC with ASC as the executing agent. During
FY2015, ASC continued to ensure that the Logistics Readiness Centers (LRCs) were integrated
into the command to continue the high level of quality and service, expected around the globe.
ASC assumed Mission Command centralizing program management at HQ ASC for funding,
policy, and contractual oversight while decentralizing operational control to the Army Field
Support Brigades (AFSBs). In addition, HQ, ASC directly managed 26 DOLs.

Through the LRCs ASC began to directly impact the readiness and support of Soldiers on
every installation in the Army. The LRCs on each installation are critical to materiel enterprise
operations on each installation. LRCs provide supplies and services across the logistic functional
areas of Equipment Maintenance, Supply, Laundry and Dry Cleaning, Dining Facility,
Ammunition, and Transportation. LRCs are critical enablers to several ARFORGEN processes
and programs including but not limited to PDTE, LBE, RESET and pass back support to ASC
units. LRCs operate across service spectrums providing supply and maintenance support, both
contingency and training ammunition, all installation transportation functions to include
deployment support, personal property, official soldier travel and non-tactical vehicle
management, supply support to include Installation Supply Support Activities, Central Issue and
Central Initial Issue Facilities and installation property book support to all tenant units.
With the 402nd’s move to Hawaii, the Army Sustainment Command recognized a need to
re-align LRCs around the world. The following chart illustrates this re-alignment.
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Lead Materiel Integrator
During FY2013 the HQ ASC assumed the mission of executive agent for the Army’s
Lead Materiel Integrator (LMI). FY2015 saw the continual improvement and integration of this
mission into the command. In addition to performing its on-going materiel management mission,
the HQ, ASC Distribution Management Center (DMC) assumed this mission from DA G8. After
a multi-year preparatory effort ASC implemented a new materiel management approach
designed to effectively and efficiently distribute and redistribute materiel to support the
generation of trained and ready forces. This culture change and different way of doing business
fosters open communication, improves collaboration and eliminates redundancies in materiel
management. The critical feature of this new materiel management approach is HQ ASC taking
the lead in developing, coordinating, and synchronizing the distribution plans (sourcing) for all
DA G-8 allocated LINs in support of unit equipping activities. During the award period the HQ
ASC continued to lead efforts to improve the decision support tool developed by LOGSA and
then provide sourcing solutions to DA for implementation. The process has increase the
readiness posture of the Army while reducing significantly the manpower required to manage the
process and the costs of transportation.
RESOURCES
During the year the ASC was responsible for over 69,000 Soldiers, Army Civilians, and
contractors across eight brigades and twenty battalions in CONUS, Korea, Japan, Germany,
Italy, the BENELUX, Georgia, Iraq, Afghanistan, Kuwait, Qatar, and Djibouti.
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COMMAND ORGANIZATION
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As part of the effort the ASC restated her missions assigned by DA and Army Materiel
Command.
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ASC also looked to define her role in support of the joint forces and developed the concepts in
the slide below.

In addition, ASC worked throughout the year to better define her role in the defense
supply chain at home and overseas. The chart below graphically depicts ASC’s role as a
logistics provider and coordinator of support. What is most important about the depiction is that
it shows ASC as key to pre–deployment, deployment, sustainment, and redeployment activities
for the Army at and above the brigade combat team level. ASC impacts the Army from
Logistics Readiness Centers at home stations, to providing global strategic Reachback in the
COCOM Theater.
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To better codify these missions the ASC in FY15 reexamined her main lines of effort,
keeping them in line with Army and Army Materiel Command priorities while personalizing
them to the ASC. The slide below shows the ASC Lines of Effort as part of her campaign plan
for overall support to the Army.
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The major effort across FY2015 to better codify the ASC mission and place in global
sustainment, coupled with the executive summary that opens this annual history, gives the top
view of what the Army Sustainment Command did in FY2015. In the following pages and
volumes the details are laid out.
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ASC Worldwide Footprint
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AFRICOM

SUMMARY
From 1 October 2014 – 31 September 2015, the Army Sustainment Command executed
her global mission that directly and materially supported the war efforts in SWA, looked forward
to reset Army materiel in SWA and around the world for the next contingency, and fully
integrated the LRCs and maturing the LMI mission for the Army. ASCs action ensured
sustained direct readiness from home station to combat and return while assisting units in
preparing for the next mission. Despite the 402nd’s move, creation of Army Field Support
Battalion-Africa and a global re-alignment of assets, ASC executed these old and new missions
while reducing costs, cutting manpower, and standardizing support across the Army.
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ASC Command Group Biographies
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